An injector for liquid fueled rocket engines wherein a generally flat core having a frustoconical dome attached to one side of the core to serve as a manifold for a first liquid, with the core having a generally circular configuration having an axis. The other side of the core has a plurality of concentric annular first slots and a plurality of annular concentric second slots alternating with the first slots, the second slots having a greater depth than said first slots. A bore extends through the core for inletting a second liquid into said core, the bore intersecting the second slots to feed the second liquid into the second slots. The core also has a plurality of first passageways leading from the manifold to the first annular slots for feeding the first liquid into said first slots. A faceplate brazed to said other side of the core is provided with apertures extending from the first and second slots through said face plate, these apertures being positioned to direct fuel and liquid oxygen into contact with each other in the combustion chamber. The first liquid may be liquid oxygen and the second liquid may be kerosene or liquid hydrogen.
INJECTOR FOR LIQUID FUELED ROCKET ENGINE

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

This invention was made by employees of the United States Government and may be manufactured and used by or for the Government for governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

This invention relates to injectors for rocket engines.

2. Prior Art

All liquid fueled rocket engines use some type of injector for injecting the liquid fuel and liquid oxygen into the engine's combustion chamber. Usually these injectors are very complex and require many parts. These injectors usually require a number of weld joints, some of which cannot be inspected. The complexity of these injectors and the time required to manufacture the many parts making up the injector causes the injector to be very expensive.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An injector for liquid fueled rocket engines wherein a generally flat core having a frustoconical dome attached to one side of the core to serve as a manifold for a first liquid, with the core having a generally circular configuration. The other side of the core has a plurality of concentric annular first slots and a plurality of concentric annular second slots alternating with the first slots, the second slots having a greater depth than said first slots. A bore extends through the core along a diameter of the core for inletting a second liquid into the second slots. The core also has a plurality of pairs of second apertures provided with bolt holes for attaching the injector to a gimbal block (not shown). One side of the dome is provided with an opening for admitting liquid oxygen into the dome.

The lower side of the core is provided with a plurality of concentric, annular first slots and a plurality of concentric, annular second slots alternating with the slots. The second slots have a greater depth than the slots. As will be described below, liquid oxygen is fed into the first slots while liquid fuel is fed into the slots.

The core is provided with a pair of bores extending along diameters of the core, the bores intersecting each other at 90°. Fuel is fed into the bore from fuel inlets at opposite ends of the bore while opposite ends of the bore are closed by the use of plugs. The bores intersect the deeper second slots such that fuel flowing into the bores will flow from there into the second slots. The core is also provided with a plurality of passageways extending from the manifold through the core to the first slots. Thus, liquid oxygen admitted to the manifold will flow into the first slots.

Brazed to the lower side of the core is a faceplate having a plurality of pairs of first apertures having an inner surface, and a plurality of pairs of second apertures for feeding fuel from the second slots to the combustion chamber below the faceplate, the combustion chamber having an inner surface, and a plurality of pairs of second apertures for feeding fuel from the second slots to the combustion chamber. FIG. 3 best shows the positioning of the apertures. From this figure it can be seen that the liquid oxygen apertures and fuel apertures direct the liquids toward each other in the combustion chamber. This assures a thorough mixing of the liquids for better combustion.

FIG. 3 also shows a plurality of fuel apertures which direct the liquid fuel onto the surface of the combustion chamber for cooling this surface. These apertures are skewed as shown in FIG. 3 to direct streams of fuel along spiral paths along the surface.

FIG. 1 also shows an acoustic cavity or pocket in the lower surface of the core. The purpose of this cavity is to damp out combustion oscillations to enhance stability. Apertures in the faceplate direct streams of fuel into the acoustic cavity for cooling purposes.

Bolts (not shown) extend through holes in the periphery of the core to secure the injector to the combustion chamber.

In operation, liquid oxygen is fed into the injector through the opening in the dome and passes through the passageways to the first slots. From the first slots, the oxygen passes through the apertures and enters the combustion chamber. The fuel (kerosene or liquid hydrogen) enters the injector through the inlets and passes into the combustion chamber. The fuel then flows through the second slots and then through apertures in the faceplate into the combustion chamber. The oxygen from the apertures forms a fanlike configuration, as does the fuel from the apertures. Both fan-like configurations attempt to occupy the same space, with the result that the streams are thoroughly mixed.

What is claimed is:

1. An injector for liquid fueled rocket engines, comprising:
   a. a generally flat core having a frustoconical dome attached to one side of the core to serve as a manifold for a first liquid, said core having a generally circular...
configuration, the other side of the core having a plurality of concentric annular first slots, said other side of the core also having a plurality of concentric annular second slots alternating with the first slots, said second slots having a greater depth than said first slots, said core also having a bore extending along a diameter of the core for inleting a second liquid into said core, said core intersecting the second slots to feed the second liquid into said second slots, said core also having a plurality of first passageways leading from said one side of the core to the first annular slots for feeding the first liquid from the manifold into said first slots, and
b. a faceplate brazed to said other side of the core and having a plurality of first and second apertures extending from the first and second slots through said faceplate.
2. The injector of claim 1 wherein the core is provided with a second bore extending along a second diameter of the core, said diameters intersecting each other and being generally perpendicular to each other.
3. The injector of claim 1 wherein pairs of the first apertures through the face plate are positioned to direct streams of said second liquid into contact with streams of liquids from said first apertures.
4. The injector of claim 1 wherein said other side of the core is provided with an acoustic cavity for damping combustion oscillations.
5. The injector of claim 4 wherein the core is provided with apertures for directing a portion of the second liquid into said acoustic cavity.
6. The injector of claim 1 wherein the core is attached to a combustion chamber having an inner surface, said core having a plurality of apertures positioned to direct a portion of the second liquid onto said surface for cooling said surface.
7. The injector of claim 6 wherein the apertures are skewed to direct said portion of said second liquid along spiral paths along said surface.
8. An injector for liquid fueled rocket engines, comprising
a. a generally flat core having a frustoconical dome attached to one side of the core to serve as a manifold for a first liquid, said core having a generally circular configuration, the other side of the core having a plurality of concentric annular first slots and a plurality of concentric annular second slots alternating with said first slots, said second slots having a greater depth than said first slots, said core having a pair of bores extending through the core on diameters of said core for feeding a second liquid into said core, said bores intersecting said second slots for feeding a second liquid into said slots from the bores, said core having a plurality of passageways extending through the core from the manifold to said first slots to feed a first liquid into said first slots, said other side of said core having an acoustic cavity for damping combustion oscillations,
b. a faceplate brazed to said other side of the core, said faceplate having a plurality of pairs of first apertures for directing the first liquid into converging first streams and a plurality of pairs for second apertures for directing the second liquid into converging second streams, said first and second pairs of apertures being positioned such that said converging first streams converge with said second converging streams, and
c. a combustion chamber secured to the core and having an inner surface, said faceplate also having a plurality of apertures for directing a portion of the second liquid into contact with said inner surface, said apertures being skewed such that said portion flows in a spiral path along said surface.
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